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Beginning the New Year
BY AHMED JENKINS

2021 is finally here and we are so excited for
what the new year will bring. It goes without
saying 2020 was a very trying year. One many of
us are highly relieved to put behind and move
forward with what's in store for 2021.
At Writing Elite we wanted to bring fresh new
content, resources, and quality products for our
Writing Elite families as well as sharpen our
mission to the families we seek to serve. So if
you are reading this and still haven't subscribed
to Writing Elite, please do so! But don't take my
word for it, check it out for yourself!

What's New at Writing Elite.
With a brand new year waiting for us to journey down
together, we thought we'd give you guys a peek at what
we have planned here at Writing Elite. Sophia and I, along
with the rest of the Writing Elite team have been putting
our heads together on a number of ideas.
Here's a link to that page, giving you more details < link
here>!

"A great
educator
makes
everyone
learn, not just
those who are
at the top of
the class."

2021 Deals!
Our top picks for the new year!
With a brand new year waiting for us to journey down
together, we thought we'd give you guys a peek at what we
have planned here at Writing Elite. We found a number of
great products we've encountered over the Christmas
holidays, not only did they make great gift ideas; but they
also turned out to be just the thing we felt other families
would find useful and entertaining.
So look out for those items on our product pages:
Book Store
Family Fun, Toys, and Games
January Deals
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From our family
to yours!

3 Must Have Habits for 2021
In our book of the month for January, we are featuring a
definite must-read! While you are checking that out I
thought I'd give some insight into ideas I've taken from my
personal reading of the book and touch on the topic of
habits that I feel are worthy mentions.
#1 Consistency
While we all set out to finally get those resolutions set into
action, all too often after a few weeks or even months some
people find themselves subtly neglecting those resolutions
they were fired up over at the beginning of the new year.
The next thing after forming a reasonable goal is to follow
through with measurable and consistent actions.
#2 Proactive Planning
If you didn't learn anything, we hope that throughout the
worse of 2020 you learned something about planning
ahead, and succeeding at forming a winning time
management strategy. As the saying goes, "Fail to plan,
then plan to fail.".
#3 Make a habit of rewarding yourself.
When was the last time you patted yourself on the back for
that small win? Well better late than never. While you don't
have to perform a celebratory dance or throw a big party, it
is important to give yourself credit where credit is due. Or
you could spend 2021 waiting for others to notice your own
awesomeness... and whose to say when that will come.

